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Data Breaches and Privacy Law:  Lawyers’ Challenges in 
Handling Personal Information 
 
 
 
 
 
“The collective result of these kinds of attacks could be a cyber Pearl Harbor; an attack that would cause 
physical destruction and the loss of life.  In fact, it would paralyze and shock the nation and create a new, 
profound sense of vulnerability.”  
(Leon Panetta, former CIA director and current U.S. Secretary of Defense1)  
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Sharing personal information with a lawyer potentially represents the greatest source of vulnerability for 
an individual. Since the first major security breach in 2005, law firms have been pressed both by public 
authorities and clients to take action in order to protect confidential information from potential harmful 
breaches2.  
This paper seeks to provide an overview of the challenges faced by lawyers in handling personal 
information with regard to potential security breaches. The aim is to analyze this issue through the focal of 
privacy law; statistics on security breaches and tools to prevent this phenomenon, extensively studied in 
class, are given less attention.  
I. Growing Need to Protect Clients’ Personal Information  
a. Escalating trend of security breaches and concerns over the protection of sensitive 
personal data 
Prevalence of Security Breaches – It is hard to gauge the extent to which law firms are vulnerable to 
attacks form hackers, mainly because law firms maintain a lead blanket and underreport cybersecurity 
breaches by fear of repercussion on their reputation3. Yet, numerous reports have provided evidence of a 
growing number of data breaches and showed that law firms had become “particularly attractive targets.”4 
Over the last several years, “the frequency of data security breaches [in all economic sectors] has 
skyrocketed,” with reports establishing its figure at more than 600 million since 20055. Since 2010, data 
breaches have reached new records: between 2010 and 2012, 800 breaches have been reported, a substantial 
increase from the 900 incidents that had reported between 2005 and 20106. In 2011, 80 out of the 100 major 
law firms have had “malicious security breaches”7 and in 2012, 10% of the cyberattacks were directed at 
law firms. Professionals in the information security sector ironize today that question seems no longer to 
be “whether” law firms are going to be hacked, but “when.”8 
Concerns over Protection of Sensitive Personal Data – Hackers infiltrate law firms not only to obtain 
sensitive material related to negotiation positions, business strategies, or clients’ transactions, but also 
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personal information about a law firm’s client or employee9. Among the various motives of hackers, the 
breach of personal sensitive data constitutes a violation of personal privacy that is of the utmost concern. 
It might result in “immediate and immeasurable injury,” such as harm to the person’s reputation and 
financial security10, as well as a greater risk of future identity theft11.  
b. Defining “Personal Information” 
Absence of uniform definition – Unlike the European Union, the U.S. does not have a uniform definition 
of “personal data” and instead has adopted a sectorial approach to defining and regulating privacy12. 
Consequently, state and federal laws provide different definitions of “personal information” (see infra, Part 
II).  
FTC’s definition seen as the most relevant – Usually13, two labels encompass the notion of sensitive 
personal information: (i) personally identifiable information (PII), and (ii) protected health information 
(PHI). The definition of PII most widely used by law firms is the one applied by the FTC in its privacy and 
information security enforcement actions under Section 5 of the FTC Act14. The federal agency defines 
personal information as “individually identifiable information that is from or about an individual including, 
but not limited to” a list of computerized data, which includes a person’s: (a) first and last name; (b) a home 
or other physical address, including street name and name of city or town; (c) an email address or other 
online contact information, such as an instant messaging user identifier or a screen name; (d) a telephone 
number; (e) a Social Security number; (f) a driver’s license number; (g) a credit card or debit card account 
number; (h) a persistent identifier, such as a customer number held in “cookie” or processor serial number, 
that is combined with other available data that identifies an individual consumer; or (i) any information 
that is combined with any of (a) through (h) above.15 However, the definition of personal information is “a 
moving target,” in that it is “difficult if not impossible to establish a finite set of data elements that can 
identify an individual and, therefore, warrant legal protection,” as the FTC has warned in the past when it 
released a report on self-regulatory principles for online behavioral advertising16.  
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Threefold nature of the risk of mishandling personal information – There are three broad categories of 
breaches that can expose private electronic data: (i) careless disposal of client records, (ii) theft of mobile 
device, and (iii) misuse of security protocols.17 The numerous circumstances from which that risk may 
arise stem from the various roles of a law firm: as an employer, the law firm handles personal information 
of employees’ (e.g., employees’ payroll or retirement plan); as a provider of legal services the law firm 
receives information from clients; as a litigator, the law firm receives files obtained through discovery; 
also, a law firm routinely allows third parties to access to personal information (e.g., when third party 
vendor helps processing clients’ files).    
II. Current Legal Framework on Data Security and Privacy Affecting Law Firms  
There is no comprehensive data privacy or security law framework at the federal level. As a result, 
obligations binding on lawyers in this realm stem from three sources: ethical, common law, and regulatory.  
a. Ethical obligations  
When handling personal information, lawyers must abide by the duty of competent representation cover 
by ABA Model Rule 1.1 and the duty of confidentiality defined by ABA Model Rule 1.6, and especially 
be aware of Comment 16 to this latter rule that requires them to take reasonable precautions to safeguard 
and preserve confidential information against inadvertent disclosure such as in the case of cybersecurity 
breach (it has become clear that rules applies equally to electronic data on computers and on paper 
format18).  
b. Common law obligations and State Law Requirements  
Duties at common law are parallel to ethical duties mentioned above19. Equally important, most states 
either have general security laws or laws that require specific safeguards generating the obligation for 
lawyers to develop and maintain “reasonable measures” to protect categories of personal information (they 
vary among states but the categories defined by the FTC and enumerated above are the ones usually 
retained by states too20). The fundamental challenge for lawyers is then to determine what the standard for 
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“reasonable measures” encompasses (as discussed in Part III below). Last but not least, in addition to and 
more prevalent than ex-ante obligations, almost all the states have passed laws requiring notification 
following data breaches (46 states have such requirement to date21). They generally require law firms that 
possess categories of PII as defined by state law to notify affected employees or clients.  
c. Regulatory obligations and Government Enforcement of Data Security and Privacy 
Laws  
Despite the lack of comprehensive federal law governing this issue, there are, however, federal laws that 
apply to specific industries as a result of the U.S. following a “sectorial” approach to security breaches. 
Hence, law firms victim of hackers’ attacks have to comply with the requirements found in the specific 
statute governing the sector in which their client operate22. In addition to these federal requirements, the 
FTC takes enforcement actions, under Section 5 of the FTC Act, against organizations whose privacy or 
information security practices it deems unfair or deceptive. Yet, law firms have been exempted from the 
Title V of the Gramm Leach Bliley Act of 1999 (GLBA), which is the major statute gathering privacy and 
security laws that applies to financial institutions. Courts have considered that law firms are neither 
“financial institutions” within the meaning of GLBA, nor subject to statutes implemented by the FTC, such 
as the Identity and Theft Red Flags Rule23. As a result, these exemptions might be seen as lifting the 
pressure on law firms to comply with regulations’ information security and privacy requirements designed 
to prevent data breaches.  
III. Preventing Data Breaches 
a. Three Major Obstacles  
Invisibility of Computer Data Theft – When data is stolen, most of the time the victim of the attack does 
not realize it because the data is copied and does not disappear from the victim’s computer. Practice shows 
that major law firms victim of data security breach either do not know it or discover it months later.   
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Cost and Inconvenience of Security Programs – Implementing strong security programs requires hiring 
IT staff, buying software, training employees, and ensuring compliance with professional standards, which 
altogether amounts to costly spending for law firms. Moreover, requirements imposed on lawyers 
personally (such as, inter alia, changing passwords, not carrying sensitive data on mobile devices) can 
represent an overwhelming day-to-day hassle for them.  
Law Firm’s Culture – Starting in 2011, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been acting to press law 
firms to take data security threats seriously24. Law firms, even after being warned by the FBI, consider 
these threats as “overstated.” (see Goldstein). Indeed, studies show that many partners lack interest in data 
security, thus making it “socially and culturally difficult to impose [security] policies.”25  
b. “Reasonable Measures” to Prevent Data Breaches  
General Frameworks – Acknowledging that the core challenge for lawyers is to determine what 
“reasonable measures” mean (see Part II supra), the ABA recommends lawyers to follow the FTC’s 
“Safeguard Rules” under the GLBA, as well as the standards suggested by the International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO). These sources provide altogether a comprehensive framework of components 
necessary for a “complete security program.”26 
Preventing Data Breaches in Practice – A recent trend shows that law firms are more disciplined in 
providing security programs. Both federal and state statutes seem to have pushed them towards structuring 
information security programs in three steps27: (1) establishing security objectives; (2) identifying security 
needs; and (3) implementing a security program28. 
To conclude, in addition to ethical duties that can make them subject to discipline, lawyers have to 
comply with requirements that exist both at the state and federal levels. However, the main source of 
incentive in the future for law firms to implement security programs is more likely be the pressure from 
clients to have their personal information protected.29  
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APPENDIX 1: Checklist for Monitoring Where PII or Personal Information is Stored  
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